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Extended Abstract
Hinode is a solar observation satellite in Japan and its launch was in September 2006.

Its name means “SUNRISE” in Japanese. It has three instruments onboard in visible
light, X-ray, EUV to solve mystery of coronal heating and origins of magnetic fields.

Hinode has been providing us with impressive solar data, which are very important for
not only investigating solar phenomena but also giving new knowledge about the sun to
the public. In order to efficiently communicate Hinode data to the public, we organized
working group for public use of Hinode data. which are composed of both researchers
and educators in collaboration. As follow, we introduce our activities in brief.

For the public use of Hinode data, at first, we produced two DVDs introducing Hinode
observation results. In particular, second DVD contains a movie for kids , which are de-
vloped to picturebook. Now, it is under producing an illustrated book and a planetarium
program. It turn out that the DVDs help the public understand the sun from question-
naire surveys. Second, we developed teaching materials from Hinode data and had a
science classroom about the sun, solar observations, practice with PC such as imaging
software at junior high school. As the results, they had much interests in Hinode data.
Third, we have joint observations with high school students and so on in a few years. The
students compare their own data with Hinode data and have a presentation at science
contests. The joint observations make their motivation higher in their activities.

It is important to record and report our activities in some ways. So, we positively
publish papers and have presentions in domestic/international meetings. Though we are
supported in budget, resources and so on by NAOJ Hinode Team, we apply research
funds for promoting our EPO activities and acquire some funds such as NAOJ Joint
Research Expenses and Grands-Aid for Scientific Research Funds since the launch.

This way, since its launch, we have continued various and constant EPO activities for
the public use of Hinode data and have been giving intense impacts and high interest
to the public. As the result, our activities contribute in further extension of Hinode
Mission. Those are quite unique and would be reference of other similar ones. Hinode is
now operating and solar activities might get more higher.

As long as SUN RISE, we would GO FORWARD!!
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